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where a^a; are Fermi operators of creation and annihilation obeying antieominutntivc
relations
[ay, a/,J+ = n , 4 + apij = 6(f - }') ,
[a/,a/<]+ = iijaj' + a/'Cif = 0
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and

*(/-/') = A(;WW«-*')
is interpreted as a Kronccker delta for discrete arguments or as a Dime: dulta function for
continuous arguments. / = {;",,s) is the set of four quantum numbers (i.e. momentum
components and spin projection) determining the state of free fcrmioii:
i '

L '

I

1

where nj, n->, ?i3 are integers and L ' = V where V is the volume of the .system. It. is
supposed t hat functions Slo{ft / ' ) and U(f\fi\ f-jfl) are chosen to gimrnntpe the fulfillment
of laws of conservation for the number of particles

\Il,N\ = 0,

(2)

total momentum
(3)
and total spin projection
[//,5J]=0,

ABSTRACT
The foundation of this work was established by the lectures of Prof. N.N. Bogolubov
(senior) written in the beginning of 1990. We should like to develop some of his ideas connected with Hartree-Fock-Bogolubov method and to show how this approximation works
in connection with general equations for Green's functions with source terms for sufficiently general model Hamiltonian of four-fermion interaction type and how, for example,
to get some results of superconductivity theory by means of this method.
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where Af, 'P, S. arc operators of correspondent dynamical variables. It is assumed that

Because of technical reasons we consider also more general llamiltonian with sources:
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where

(/'./. 0

Sources ji ( / ' , / ) nre independent on time t. It is assumed that llie following sources
are antisymmetric:

UU'J,t) = -U/J',t); j-U'J,t) = -i-(/J',0,

where
is finite as was shown in [3,4]. Eqs. (10-11) lead to the equation of self-consistency for
the parameter c.
c

= j/£A(/)("-/"/) •

_
In general, sources violate symmetries of the model (1) induced by conservation laws (24). The most important role will be played by the sources (a) which violate symmetries
in the case of tliermodynainic equilibrium implementing the concept, of (masiavernges for
the model (1).
Particular example of the model (1) is the generalized BCS-model investigated in [1]:

Hues = £

where {...) are calculated with respect to the approximating llatnillonimi (S). The modified interaction (9) does not influence on the thcrmodynnmic properties of the model (0)
under the limit V —» oo if parameters c", c are chosen in a proper way (10-11), This
circumstance confirms the assumption that under the limit V —• co operator

v- Mf)

• " ^7 £

whore ll(f'.f) = A(/-/')'/"(/»); T(/') = ^ - / i ; 7' = \i>[ and /' is chemical potential, ;i > (I.
It is assumed that
,\(/) = sign(.s)/Cp) ,
(7)
whore
f 1 if s = i
- 1 if , = 1 1
It was shown in [1,3,4] that the model (6) allows asymptotically exact solution (under
the limit. V —» oc) and all important thermodynamic properties of the model (C) coincide under this limit with those of the reduced exactly solvable model that is called the;
approximating Hamiltonian. This Hamiltonian is constructed in accordance with some
.special rules outlined in [3,<1].
Let us explain briefly the scheme of the approximating llamiltonian method on the
basis of the model (ti). Let us fulfill the identity transformation u[ ihn H;miill»ni>iii (6").-

(12)

-/"/

can be interpreted rather as c-nuuibcr then as nn operator. So one neglects interaction
(9) in the model (C) and substitutes successfully (S) hist Pad of the initial Hamiltotiinu (G)
to calculate all tlieriiiodynamic properties and equilibrium Iwo-tiuu; temperature Green
functions of all orders for the model (ft).
The procedure outlined above of the approximating Hnmiltonum derivation is valid
only for the models with separable interaction of the type (C). The aim of this study is to
construct effective reasonable method of approximation for general model (1). As » whole
this new method might suffer n lack of mathematical rigor especially in comparison with
the standard approximating llamiltonian method (3,4]. So the following consideration is
marked with necessarily formal character sometimes. At the same time it is natural to
demand the coincidence of the results (at least, under the limit V —» oo) obtained by tin;
two methods for models with separable interaction.
The first step of approximation for the model (1) comprises in the. following formal
substitution for the; product of four Fermi operators in the interaction term in the llamiltoiiiiin (1):

where

'*. c) = £ V.(f,

- J £ X(f)

+ cap,t,)

+ ^

(8)
where
(9)

and c is an arbitrary complex parameter for the present. Later the parameter r. is determined by the extreme condition (absolute minimum) for the density of the free energy

The approximation (13) yields quadratic in Fermi operators llniiiiltonian

1

(10)
0F(Ha{c-,c))
dc'

-5 £
(11)

(//'I

(14)

where

/«/', f) = OoW, /) + E » W ; f'h)K«h)
*+(/,/) = 2 E "'

/U/',/) = ^E
and function

i /i/I) possesses properties of antisymmetry:
r

i/J)

(15)

;/;>.
(i»)
c-iminber.s (ajriji). {afiij,), {«/«/') can be fixed by I lit; conditions of .self-consistency by
analogy with condition (12). These conditions are consequence of extreme conditions for
the function of free energy for the Hamiltonian (14). Note that the approximation (13)
looks like a procedure of partial calculation of equilibrium averages for the product, of
Fermi operators by moans of the Wick theorem. The approximation (13) can be named
Hartree-Fock-Bogolubov approximation because it. joins ideas ascending equally to the
Bogolubov's approximating Hamiltonian approach and to the principle of self-consistency
inherited from the Hartrcc-Fock way of approximation [5].
In principle the Hamiltonian (14) can be diagonnlized by the canonical Bogolubov's
it — v transformation for Fermi operators but in general this approach may encounter
significant technical difficulties. So it seems reasonable to reformulate the problem in
terms of more flexible formalism of two-time temperature dependent Green functions
having in mind later possible approximate calculations. One could derive equations for
the Green functions directly for the approximating Hamiltoninii (14). But. it seems more
useful to choose more general approach and to try to construct, dynamical approximation
of Hartree-Fock-Bogolubov type which allows to investigate not only equilibrium but also
nonequilibrium properties of the model (1).
Consider equation of motion for some dynamical vairable. A independent on time explicitly providing its evolution is determined by the Haiiiiltoniau /// with tinic-depcndont.
sources (we put later ft = 1 ) :
i-A(t) = \A{t),H.{t)}-

(17)

Then average both sides of Eq. (17) with some time-independent density operator V:
i

(18)

The right side of Eq.(18) contains commutator term
1
' 2

where time dependence of all operators aj(t), aj(t) is determined by the Hmiiiltonmn
Hc with sources. Usually dynamical variable A is a product of finite ,lumber of Fermi
operators aj, itf. So under the commutation (19) correlation functions of higher orders
than the initial correlation function {/1(£)) with respect to these operators would arise
in the right side of Eq.(18). To unlink the chain of evolution equations for these futirtions and to derive closed system of equations for some set of correlation functions one
has to split correlation functions of higher orders and to express them in terms of the
lower ones. We elaborate here a different approach. Instead of writing down a chain of
equations for correlation functions starting from some function {A(l)) and inventing each
time unique procedure of splitting to unlink the chain we introduce nuce. and forever some
universal global approximation already in commutator term (ID). The approximation ensures implicit .splitting of corrclat ion fimctioii.s in each chain of equations built for 11 given
dynamical variable A under the condition that A is a product or a Mini of products of
finite number of 1-Vuiii operators ttj, it/. The proposed approximation results hi formal
substitution:

The approximation (20) is .similar to the one (13) in the equilibrium case. All operntois
"/(«)• "/(') '" E<1- (2()) " r ( ! interpreted to be operators in the Ileisenberg representntion
with the Hamiltonian //,:
«,(/) = U+(t)ajU(t.) ,
=

+

n

{«/(')"!((')) Sp(f/ ('-) /"»^(0^) '""I so on, where tlie; evolution operator U{t) Satisfies
the equation
ijtU{t.) = H,U(t) .
S11 nil averages in Eq.(2(J) are interpreted as exact, averages and the evolution of them is
determined by the Hamillouiau // ( . Taking into account symmetry properties (15-16) the
approximate
evolution e.quiition resulting after substitution of (20) to exact E<|. (IS) can
ap
b written
i
be
us
ijt(A(l)) = ([-4(0, Q,u(l)\) ,
(21)
where the operator form Qejj(t) is defined as

= E KU'J,t)a}
Iff)

•r, El A +U . / . W
- (in

-ir,f, t)a}(t)a*(l))+
(22)

(19)

where
Uih)

U'J) + E

+,+(/, )(;()>

(hh)

!+(/.0«(0)

The system of nonlinear Etp. (23-27) closed with respect to the set of functions

A'-(/'J,0 =j-(/'>/,O+jLo)(/',/)+ E
Uih)

Let us stress especially that the form Qc//(£) ran be considered JUS neither approximating
Hainiltonian nor, generally speaking, some effective Hamiltonian at all. This form is
introduced only to make derivation of approximate equations of. the type (21) for various
dynamical variables A more compact and clear. It follows from Eq.(21) that si art ing from
some dynamical variable A which is si product of finite number of Fermi operators one
can derive a chain of equations closed with respect to some set of enrrelation functions
including the initial function (A(t.)). It is guaranteed because tilt: form (22) contains only
Iinejir and quadratic dependence on Fermi operators.
Now let us write successively the approximate equation (21) for the following combinations of Fermi operators;

wo).
will be referred to later as the system of Hartrco-Fock-Bogohibov equntioiis with sources.
It turns out to be thnt if one is interested only in investigation of equilibrium correlation
functions of the model (1) then the system (23-27) can be linearized in .some inclining
if to pass from Eqs. (23-27) to linear equations for correspondent retarded or advanced
two-time temperature Green functions. Here only those equations are outlined which are
necessary for later investigation. Let us rake statistical operator V in a pniliciilnr form

where

H + l-

+21; {'/+(/'.')<«?
in

(27)

- ,h(f,t)

(23)

(28)

is the Iliiiiiiltouiaii of four-fennion interaction (1) with tinie-iiidepeiuleiit sources (0). We
linearize Eqs. (23-2-1) with respect to Green functions by means of Bogolubov's theorem
on the variation of an average with respect, to a time-dependent, source (see App, 1).
Varying Eq.(23) with respect to the source ;;+(//,r) and Eq. (2'1) with respect to the
source »/+(/;, T) one guts two equations

= -E{(«/'> E

-2E{'/-(/',0(4(
o r+

Uih)

iA(t-T)(2(a}aa)-l)

(25)

(29)

] '> E
>E
(IIH

(26)

+2i6(L -

(30)

where

W(fJJ'f2)(a*afl)
1/1/2)

7

where

arc

find (('i/(0!fl'i(T))}r {("/(O^
perature Green functions defined as

/' J)
commutative retarded or advanced two-time tuni(/l)

(l(t - r)([A{t), D(r)\)

(31)

-0(T - t){[A(t), B[r)\)

(32)

if
if

x >0
x<0 •

2;r 7-OC

The system of Eqs. (29-30) can be .simplified if wo take into account .select ing rules for
the correlation functions and Green functions. The Hamiltoniaii (28) is invariant under
canonical transfo- mation
of — -a) ; as — -a, .
So only those Grcon and correlation functions dilfcr from zero which contain even number
of Fermi operators. Then sources j+\f,/),
J-"'(/'i/) •">" '"' chosen in such a itiiinner
that only the law of particle number conservation (2) and coriespondent symmetry are
violated but other symmetries connected with laws of momentum and spin projection
conservation (3-4) take place. It can be guaranteed if to put,

/'. /) = »

E(|uilil>rium Green functions depend only on the dilference of lime arguments / — r so it
is possible to implement energetic C-representation for them:

, n = -»

(33)

where v is a formal small parameter and A(/) is, for example, antisymmetric function
(7). Sources (33) have been used traditionally to introduce quasiaverages in order to
investigate the phenomenon of superconductivity in fermion .system [1,2]. Conservation
laws (3-1) induce the following selecting rules for correlation functions
=0 •

Then

Ml)

+ -(»-/«/) •

(-12)

i\'ole that only OIK; approximation (20) was involved to derive Eqs. ('I1-.I2). These equations contain anomalous averages (<i_y«/) and anomalous Green functions (("-/\n/))i:
because the llamiltoiiian (28) contains .sources (33) violating the conservation Imv (2).
These anomalous averages must, be interpreted as qur.siavernges with usual rules of handling with them [1,2]. Eqs ('11-12) contain following coefficients in the right side:

(3-1)

(44)

(35)
('15)

(3G)
{a}(t)ar(t')) = 6(f - f)(af(t)a /(/')> .

(37)

The same rules take place for pair Green functions. Rules (3-3-37) lead to the system of
equations:

iS(t -

(38)

tU
))} + 2i6(t -

(39)

(40)

where the dependence on / is not factorable in general. So although the spectral theorem
for the Green functions allows to derive formnlly closed system of integral equations with
respect to averages

)

i

it is impossible to solve these equations as a rule. At the same time the system (-11-42)
gives a possibility of further approximations in coefficients (43-4G) lo obtain approximate
solutions for the Green functions, correlation functions and spectrum of qunsipnrticlc.
excitations. To understand what the character of these approximations ought to be let us

analyze traditional BCS model (6) within frames of the proposed method. For the BCS
model

So the condition
(50)

fi + Ji),
|

is a condition of exintence for tiontrivial solution of Eq. (49). When solving E<|s. (47-48)
tlie following formulation of the spectral theorem was used:

+h)6{J[ + fi) ,

A' (o) (/'./) = T(p)S{f - /') if K - 00 ,

*> ((A\D)U,S - {(A\D))U.U

A?'(/', /) = -HI + f)Mf) h £ A(/,) («p>th> + *| =
L Hi)
J

(A(I)D(T))

T)D) =

=

F

(51)

J-00

= ( 0 ( T - I)A) =

k

1/.)

So Etis. (41,-12) take the form:
(47)
(48)

(f -

Eqs. (47-18) are similar in structure lo the equations for the commutative retarded or
advanced Green functions written for the approximating Mamiltonian (8). So results
of approximation (20) coincide with the ones obtained previously by the approximating
Uamiltonian method [1,3,4]. So here we outline only final results derived from Eqs. (4748).

(52)

We also put v = (1 in linal rraults according to the theory of tiuasiavcniges. Now Ihe
criterion of selection between trivial and iioutrivinl solutions in (lie re(;i<)ii fi > (1,. must lie
worked out. Striving to stay within frames of the proposed formalism we avoid to involve
auxiliary conditions such that I he true .solution must provide I lie absolul e minimum for | he
free energy of the system and so on. Instead of that we sl'ow that if uuiitrivial s-ohituni
exists, i.e. if condition (00) fulfills, the trivial solution lias to be neglected because it
contradicts to spectral properties of the dynamical system. To prove this statement let
us consider equation for Green function {{n-jiij\n+atu))f: in the raw; when fi > /ir ami
only trivial solution is chosen to be true solution. To derive the equation we vary Eq,(25)
with respect, to the source j-{—ff.//,r) its it wits done before when deriving Eqs.(2!)-30)
and then lake into account selecting rules induced by laws of conservation (!J-I) and use
/^-representation (40). The result is:

= \(f) {<„+„;) - <«-/«;

^z w - 3) So

where E{p) is a spectrum of quasiparticle excitations

" (Mf)Cg(E)
\2T(p)E
and the parameter c is defined by the solution of the following transcendent equation:
:0

+

i 6(f - a) - S(f + g)\
2n
E-2T(p)
)

(
\ 2

(W)

where it was denoted that

(49)

(54)
(/•>

which always has trivial solution c = 0. Nontrivial solution is eligible only if fi > f)c where
the critical value /3C is determined by the relation

It follows from Eqs. (53-54) that

* 2AW . J t f W
T(p)

10

V(2T(p)-E) J
11

2xVE-2T(p)

(55)

Eqs. (53, 55) show that the deviation of the magnitude (((i-/a/\ag<itg))h; from its value
in the absence of interaction A(/) = 0 tends to zero while V —<• oo if we chose trivial
solution c — 0. Now let us introduce dynamical variable

and

But because of Eq.(57)
A

1 - F(«s) 5^ 0

=-m
So

It follows from Eq.(54) that

1 - RcF(/r) > 0

But in this case

and from Ec|.(55) one has

-^J./,T< 1 .

(50)

If ; —» 0 then this condition contradicts the condition for the existence1 of uotitriviiil
solution (50). This circiiniHtance leads to the necessity to choose nontrivial .solution as
true solution of E<].(4(J) if condition (50) holds.
So we proved that the proposed method of approximation contains its own interim!
critoriuin of .selection lietwei'ii trivial and iiontrivinl solutions of self-consistencc equation
(.19).
The example of the DCS model shows that irivestig.iting models with arbitrary interaction t7(/i/a;/i/|) one lias to carry out approximations in Eqs.(-11—12) in such a way
that the structure of final equations would lie similar to the one of E<is.(«l"-18). These
equations nru eligible to be solved by the method of .self-consistcnco as in the case of 13CS
model. But in contrast to the BCS model the litial result would include two transcendent
(•(Illations of self-consistence with respect to two unknown parameters, namely, one real
paramctie C\ and one complex parameter C->. It is so because in general case coefltcients
(•Ki--16) include summation over three types of averages:

where

Taking into account spectral representation (51-52) we hnve

Beiause of Eq.(56')
1

f*"

- F(E)

where J,\,\t-[m) is correspondent spectral density. Then
I — F(E)

(57)

2 J-oo

Variable E enn take values on tlie imaginary axis

The spectrum of quasipartide excitations will lie the function of parameters C'|, Ct. An
investigation of this kind for more involved realistic model than the BCS one will be 1111
item of the next article.

So
1

z2 + ui2

E—u
and

w(l - e-0") > 0 .
Therefore for the real part we have
/

1 f+oo

l_e-/3^\

1 z+oo

w(l-e

lie I —— I du!J,\^luj^—
I= — /
rtuJ,\,\*(ul)
r,—
\ 2 J-x
E — ui )
2J-oo
u +.
12
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Appendix A

In full analogy with above calculations one has

Let us consider the following Ilamiltoninn with sources

i±
with boundary condition
(/*•(/)<;-""-.1 if / - . - o o

where operators // mid B(z) are iiulcpcnctcnt on time t, nnd C-function.s j[x,l) contain
time dependence. The symbol (£f)dx implies summation over discrete and integration
over continuous indexes simultaneously. The complicated index .?• may denote a set of
quantum numbers or (and) other ordinary indexes defining type, of a particular source. It.
is assumed I hat each .source j(x. 1) contains multiplier c 1 '. (f > 0). so
j(.r,/)-.()

and

So
At/+(/) = /' /

l){

J-x,

if t. — -c

(••i.i)

From Eqs. (A.I. A.(i. A.7) it follows that

The equation for the evolution operator is (li = 1):

(A.2)

dt

Theicforc

u+{tW(t) = i ,
Let. us note that we did not use any .special form of density operator V deriving relation
(A.8). For
' -

and the boundary condition follows from E(j.(A.l):
c""U(t) —

if / -» -oo

(/1.3)

In the IleisenberK representation one has for any time independent dynamical variable

A(t) = U+(t)AU(t)
(A{t))=Si>(l/+(t)AUlt)V),

the right side of (A.S) becomes pro])ortioual to usual two-time temperature retarded Green
function (SI). The result (A.9) for the advanced (iieen functions can be derived in tlio
MIIIU; manner. It is only necessary to assume that, each souice contains multiplier t~"
(f > 0) and to impose correspondent boundary conditions for / — -foo:

r.-""U{t) — 1 if t. — +oo

whore 'D is some .stntisticnl operator. Let us van* (A{l)) with respect to j(r, /). So

Uh(t)<r""-> 1 if f.-.+oo
The final u'.sult will be:

Let'us define
At/(O = U{t)6V(t)

(/1.0)

then the equation for bV(t) is (if one varies Eq.(1.2)):

• (/ svi

('1-5)

But

U+(t)(6J<)U(t)=5J(t)=(z])dxB{t,x)5j(x,t)
and taking into account boundary condition (A.3) loads to the formal solution of Eq.(A.5)

SU(i) = -iU(t) f

6J{U)dtx = -iU(t) f+°°0(1-^)6J(U)dtt
14
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